
 
 
 

 
 

To whom it may concern,  

I am writing in recommending Laura Anderson to you as a prospective employee. Laura took the 
role as the Marketing and content creation Intern of Flip K.K in the summer. During the 3 months 
period that she was working at Flip K.K, she was in charge of a wide range of tasks from research, 
graphic design, videography, editor, content creation and social media marketing.  

Laura performed extensive market research for various clients, influencers and projects in 
multiple industries, providing thorough and extensive analysis and reports. She was also helping 
with connecting with the clients and talents that we work with, managing the relationships and 
dealing with the jobs and tasks that we had from small to big.  

Not just with research and relationship management, Laura was able to utilise her skills in 
content creation, such as videography, video editing, graphic design, web design, and blog 
writing. Laura has a unique artistic eye and during the time that she spent with us, she created 
videos, character design, managed various social media channels, developed various campaigns 
and assisted in creating content for multiple events. 

Laura pays extensive attention to details and was extremely organised with her tasks, 
assignments and reports. She was able to attend the formal situations professionally and 
appropriately, representing the company in a proper manner. She was very capable and self-
motivated, working hard from the beginning to the very end. From research to execution, Laura 
was able to perform all the tasks punctually and effectively.  

Laura is a bright, enthusiastic, attentive and motivated lady and in the short 3 months that we 
had Laura working with us, it was wonderful. She did nothing but contribute to our company and 
I would highly recommend you to hire Laura as an intern for your company.  

Best regards,  
 
 
 
 
Venese 
Director 
Flip K.K 
venese@flip.productions 
Events | Marketing| Talents 


